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 Perspectives on the early Kim Jong-un era are divided into two broadly opposing 
schools, each of which is refl ected in the title of this book. There is the perspective 
that North Korea is changing and, in some assessments, that this change is taking 
place very quickly indeed. And then there is the perspective that it is not. 

 The “change” hypothesis argues that the transition away from Kim Jong-il’s rule 
(1994–2011) has brought about a re-emphasis on improving livelihoods and that 
this involves allocation of a comparatively high percentage of investment capital 
for economic development. There is some documentary evidence to support this 
claim: the June 28 and May 30 directives of 2012 and 2013, respectively, which 
partially liberalised agriculture and parts of industry in a manner somewhat analo-
gous with early Chinese reforms of the late 1970s and early 1980s, and the declara-
tion of the  Byungjin , a political doctrine that posits the development of military 
and civilian economic sectors equally. 2  There has also been a relatively large vol-
ume of very obvious investment in apartments and entertainment facilities in 
Pyongyang and, to a lesser extent, regional centres as well as (at the time of writ-
ing) rising trade volumes with China. 3  

 On the other side of the debate, the “continuity” hypothesis points at the rein-
vention of Kim Jong-un to look like his grandfather (Kim Il-sung). This phenom-
enon is visible in Kim Jong-un’s haircut, clothing and – in a rather ironic reversal – the 
statue of Kim Il-sung that dominates the lobby of the new Fatherland Liberation 
War Museum in Pyongyang, which arguably looks more like Kim Jong-un than 
his grandfather. The museum and its prominent statue are just one example of the 
scale of post-Kim Jong-il state investment in commemorative infrastructure, which 
under the continuity hypothesis is held to indicate no substantive change of politi-
cal and economic approach. Further evidence in support of this claim includes the 
ongoing use of bellicose rhetoric and cyclical missile and nuclear tests, which 
serve to further isolate North Korea, inter alia, by strongly discouraging foreign 
direct investment. Relations with China have deteriorated as a consequence; 
nowhere is this more visible than at Dandong, where a multi-lane cable-stay 
bridge, built with Chinese capital and North Korean labour over three years 
between 2011 and 2014, stands unused. 

 Both the change and continuity perspectives can be evidenced, and each is 
somewhat compelling. What is lacking, however, is a standard by which to judge 
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what real developmental change might look like in the North Korean case. If pres-
ent, this would permit a more coherent assessment of whether today’s North Korea 
is committed to a path of development or is continuing down a pre-existing insti-
tutional route. A cursory examination of the South Korean case will aid in laying 
down a simple baseline by which to judge North Korea. It also acts as a sort of 
control case – a  what if  example – whereby developmental change is witnessed 
absent state socialism. 

 In this chapter, we attempt to bring a measure of clarity to this aspect of the 
debate over North Korea’s path in the Kim Jong-un era. We posit instances of East 
Asian developmental states as the gold standard but at the same time bring in the 
concept of “pockets of effi ciency,” positing such (organisational) pockets as an 
intermediate, relatively productive and reasonably attainable form of state-driven 
economic activity. These pockets could, in principle, drive wider processes of 
change. We offer our assessment of the path being taken by the North Korean state 
at this moment in its history and propose answers to the thorny question of  why . 

 Developmental states 
 The term “developmental state” emerged from instances of state intervention for 
the purpose of facilitating economic growth: fi rst in Japan and then South Korea 
and Taiwan. These three were more than just states in the same geopolitical space 
with diligent, educated workforces that happened to preside over periods of 
impressive economic growth. Researchers conclude that what differentiates them 
and other developmental states from other types of states is not merely the pres-
ence of market conforming government intervention; rather, it is the particular kind 
of interventionist role played by certain internal structures within the state 
apparatus. 4  

 Comparative political economist Peter Evans uses the idea of “embedded auton-
omy” to explain the unique institutional traits of the East Asian developmental 
states. 5  According to Evans, “embedded autonomy” captures the way “pilot agen-
cies” in developmental economies, about which there is more to follow, represent 
an amalgamation of Weberian “corporate coherence,” institutional insulation and 
the necessary state capacity to intervene in a way that replaces entrepreneurship 
and “induces decision-making.” 6  In addition to enjoying a relatively high degree 
of isolation from political infl uence, key bureaucratic institutions in developmental 
states are tightly connected to social structure, which enables smoother bureau-
cracy-society relations. “Embeddedness,” as Evans defi nes it with reference to the 
work of Mark Granovetter, “implies a concrete set of connections that link the state 
intimately and aggressively to particular social groups with whom the state shares 
a joint project of transformation.” 7  In the Park Chung-hee period in South Korea, 
so embedded were government- chaebol  relations that “visiting economists con-
cluded that ‘Korea Inc.’ was ‘undoubtedly a more apt description of the situation 
in Korea than [the more popularly cited] ‘Japan, Inc.’ ” 8  In other words, the Korean 
government worked closely with and was more deeply enmeshed in the private 
than was the Japanese government. 9  
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 In developmental states, implementation of long-term industrial policy and the 
actual planning, intervening and guiding of the economy, held apart from rent-
seeking politicians and the short-term visions of businesspeople, is done by “pilot 
agencies” with the autonomy to allocate capital for developmental purposes. 
Examples can be found in Japan, Taiwan and South Korea. 10  

 South Korea’s Economic Planning Bureau (EPB), by way of example, exercised 
a high degree of discretion over which companies received foreign loans and tech-
nology, meaning that Korea’s bureaucracy had a mandate to “pick winners and 
losers” through the capital import bureau setup within the EPB structure in addi-
tion to serving the role of a government ministry responsible for economic plan-
ning and budgeting. Economic growth plans drawn up every fi ve years were the 
sole responsibility of the EPB. 11  Although in the fi nal analysis the EPB was under 
tight constraint from a dictatorial executive, it proved its economic planning com-
petence and commitment to furthering the national interests through rapid eco-
nomic growth and was eventually granted a level of autonomy similar to that 
enjoyed by Ministry of International Trade and Investment (MITI) in Japan. Even 
when the political leadership attempted to reign in the EPB’s autonomy and deci-
sion-making ability, it quickly learned that the ability of the EPB to act indepen-
dently was an essential condition for attracting major foreign investment. 12  

 Measured against and defi ned by this standard, there is no evidence that North 
Korea is pursuing a developmental state agenda at this point in the Kim Jong-un 
era. Too much of the hard currency income from trade is being reinvested in unpro-
ductive activities, and there is no hint of an overarching “pilot agency” like South 
Korea’s EPB – much less one that is autonomous enough from the centralised 
political structure to convince investors. 

 Nevertheless, some parts of the North Korean economy are more developed than 
the remainder and relatively effi cient by comparison. These enterprises come 
together to form what is sometimes called the “Royal Court Economy.” As noted 
in in the second chapter of this volume, the relationship between North Korea’s 
Constitution and the Party’s Ten Principles, after his defection to South Korea in 
1997, KWP International Secretary Hwang Jang-yop exposed the outline of the 
Royal Court Economy – although he did not initially call it as such. What Hwang 
described was an economic structure that ran parallel to, was partially dependent 
upon and was administratively independent of the North Korean “people’s 
economy.” 13  

 In 2003, a less senior refugee, Kim Kwang-jin, fl ed his post at a trading com-
pany in Singapore and offered further clarity on the system Hwang had outlined. 
He explained that Kim Il-sung had ordered that the munitions industry be excised 
from the cabinet (i.e., the general economic administration) structure in the early 
1970s and that shortly thereafter in 1974, 

 [h]is heir Kim Jong-il created a new central party department called “Offi ce 
No. 39” – named after the arbitrary offi ce number where it began operations. 
Under 39’s umbrella, “Daesong General Bureau” (a large-scale manufacturing 
and trading conglomerate) emerged, thus forming a new economic sector 
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completely independent from the central planning and Cabinet control. The 
ensuing advent of new foreign exchange banks would also contribute to the 
process of destabilizing the existing economic system and the state’s unilateral 
control of the foreign currency. From this new, independent sector run by the 
Central Committee of the Korean Workers’ Party (KWP) – and ultimately 
controlled exclusively by Kim Jong-il – the Royal Court Economy would 
attain its current status. 14  

 For our purposes, the key aspect of the Royal Court Economy is that unlike the 
largely moribund people’s economy, it is relatively productive and has an oversight 
agency, Offi ce No. 39, with an unusual level of discretionary power. As such, it 
resembles a so-called pocket of effi ciency. The concept of a pocket of effi ciency 
is best documented with reference to the Brazilian state of the late twentieth cen-
tury. 15  Known as  bide de emprego  (source of jobs), merit-based recruitment for 
developmental institutions was not a priority in Brazil at the time. Thus, a devel-
opmental-oriented bureaucracy committed to the collective goal of development 
did not take root. Nevertheless, from time to time, pockets of effi ciency arose. 
These were bureaucratic enclaves acting in a similar way to larger institutions in 
committed developmental states at the time but within an overall structure that 
cannot be considered “developmental.” 16  Even though Brazil and others of similar 
organisational structures were considerably less successful than the East Asian 
developmental states, pockets of effi ciency nevertheless rose (and fell) within their 
ineffective governing bureaucracies. 17  

 We argue here that in the Royal Court Economy, North Korea has its own 
pocket(s) of effi ciency but that they are not recognised as such. In an interview with 
the authors in November 2012, Kim Kwang-jin expounded on the nature of the 
Royal Court Economy as a pocket of effi ciency, confi rming that fi rms within it 

 introduce better technologies, and have better production lines. The people 
managing these industries are much better qualifi ed than others to run busi-
nesses, in terms of fi nance and how to handle fi nancial problems; their labour 
sector produces better products, they travel more than others and introduce 
more information. 18  

 Thus, while North Korea cannot by any measure be called a developmental 
state, it does have pockets of effi ciency within the economic structure as currently 
constituted. These could in principle be suffi cient to drive wider economic 
improvement. The North Korean state, however, is seemingly not making use of 
the pockets of effi ciency. The question, then, is: Why? This simple question is at 
the root of the “change or continuity” question that underpins this book from start 
to fi nish. We argue here that the answer lies not in the view that North Korea is 
hamstrung by externally imposed limitations such as sanctions or the threat of 
invasion from the United States. Rather, we believe that it is primarily down to a 
combination of ideological and domestic institutional factors, and it is to these that 
we now turn. 
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 Ideological factors 
 The “culture-based structured interest” approach to institutional change helps us 
explain what could or would spur the kind of institutional change that would be 
required to transform the Royal Court Economy into a driver of economic develop-
ment. 19  By bringing culture into political economy, it accounts for the institutions 
themselves as well as material conditions, thus creating space for the consideration 
of human agency, worldviews and ideology. The two concepts most frequently 
used to explain the North’s ruling worldview are Juche, whereby “the masses of 
the people are the master of the revolution and construction,” and, ever since the 
famine of the middle and late 1990s and rise of Kim Jong-il, Songun, or “carrying 
on the revolution and construction with the army as the main force on the principle 
of giving priority to the military affairs.” 20  

 Songun, although not half as novel as North Korean propaganda writers claim, 
is nevertheless the doctrine upon which the contemporary North Korean state 
operates, as this book’s “Songun Politics” chapter shows. 21  It was forged during 
the diffi cult years of the early to mid-1990s, a period which saw the dissolution of 
the communist bloc, the withdrawal of economic support from Soviet Russia, the 
death of state founder Kim Il-sung and the onset of a famine that killed hundreds 
of thousands. In the words of one offi cial North Korean publication, 

 [i]n compliance with the guiding principle of the Juche idea on applying the 
theory of putting the main stress on thoughts, the  Songun  idea puts up the revo-
lutionary soldier spirit as the main factor in defending the destiny of the nation 
and propelling overall socialist construction. 22  

 Heonik Kwon and Byung-ho Chung, in  North Korea: Beyond Charismatic Poli-
tics , demonstrate how Songun acts as an all-encompassing doctrine that guides 
policy-making decisions. 23  Their explication of Songun through the exegesis of 
 Understanding Songun Politics  strengthens the claim that North Korean govern-
ment legitimacy, and thus continuity, is so tightly wrapped around the Songun 
narrative that any serious deviation from it would threaten the existence of the 
North Korean regime. 

 Kwon and Chung, among others, say that demilitarisation, or a “nonmilitary 
solution to the crisis in international socialism,” is unacceptable. Songun, com-
bined with its metaphysical counterpart,  chongdae  (“barrel of a gun”), provides 
both a raison d’etre for North Korea vis-à-vis its wealthy neighbor in the South 
and a clear path towards what, according to both state ideology and national nar-
rative, is the ultimate goal for the state and its citizenry: a militarised struggle for 
the revolution and a continuation of the partisan heritage. 24  

 By this analysis, the implementation of a serious developmental policy with an 
accompanying institutional agenda would precipitate the dissolution of allegiance 
to the state and loyalty to the regime, especially the supreme leader ( suryeong ), 
currently Kim Jong-un. Political leadership in North Korea is legitimised through 
Songun politics and cannot exist without it. In the words of Brian Myers, “[North 
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Korea] cannot shift focus from military affairs to economic affairs without becom-
ing a fourth-rate South Korea.” 25  

 Institutional factors 
 In the rigidly top-down Songun system, power is highly concentrated around the 
supreme leader and his closest confi dants. Military, party and administrative offi -
cials are all members of the party and overseen by its central institutions, thus 
generating policy coherence and strongly incentivising compliance. As such, it is 
not possible to countenance a plurality of opinions from competing power centres 
on issues of key national importance. 26  Songun thus undermines the theory of a 
North Korean “post-totalitarian institutionalism,” which posits competing bureau-
cracies within the North Korean state. 27  

 The North Korea ruled by Kim Il-sung between 1945 and 1994 showed, from 
the 1960s and broadly in lockstep with the growing power of Kim Jong-il, all the 
major traits of a totalitarian state. A contested term, this requires further explana-
tion: “totalitarianism” requires the unifi cation of the three major hierarchies 
(power, money/property and knowledge/science), an amalgamation that dramati-
cally limits the personal sphere of the nation’s subjects and reduces to a vanishing 
point the ability of a civil society to exist, much less to come to terms with and 
thus restrict state power. 28  This leads to a state with “absolute control over all 
aspects of life . . . complete regulation by the state of all legal organizations, dis-
cretionary power in the hands of the rulers, prohibition of all democratic organiza-
tions, and liquidation of constitutional rights and freedoms.” 29  On the other hand, 
the theory of post-totalitarian institutionalism points towards something else: a 
debate, played out in part on the pages of the state media, wherein different actors 
competed for Kim Jong-il’s ear in an attempt to win him over to a more, or less, 
belligerent policy position. 30  

 According to Jang Jin-sung, a high-ranking defector from the North, there was 
never any room in Kim Jong-il’s North Korean media for opinions on major policy 
questions. 31  Speaking with the authors in November 2012, Jang noted, “Kim Jong-
il would make known his opinion on important matters, and then it would be down 
to the writers to present his position.” In short, the post-totalitarian institutionalism 
thesis overstates Songun North Korea’s progress out of the totalitarian institution-
alism that Kim Il-sung built. 

 Instead, as noted by Kwon and Chung, nowhere is more effort or per-capita 
resources poured into attempting to maintain and continuously refresh a form of 
charismatic leadership than in North Korea. 32  The regime has adroitly transformed 
the charismatic and, by his background as a partisan battling imperial Japan in 
Manchuria, legitimate leadership of Kim Il-sung into the root of the so-called 
Mount Baekdu bloodline, a term introduced to help incorporate Kim Jong-un into 
the meta-narrative of partisan struggle and familial rule. The government has 
stretched every sinew of the idea of a charismatic leader and in that way extended 
the Kim family’s ruling legitimacy back as far as Kim’s parents (and beyond but 
in a less fantastical manner), forward to his son, Kim Jong-il, and onward to the 
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grandson, Kim Jong-un. This has not allowed the leadership to maintain a com-
plete monopoly over the country’s 24 million hearts and minds (complete totali-
tarianism is a myth in any case), but it has permitted them to secure all the levers 
of centralised decision-making required to control policy from conception through 
to implementation. 33  

 By way of a demonstration, let us look at North Korean nuclear and missile 
policy in late 2012 and early 2013. Here, the evidence suggests that events 
were not infl uenced in any way by a public institutional debate, as the post-
totalitarian institutionalism thesis implied should have been the case. Rather, 
if we look at just the events of December 2012 and January 2013 which led up 
to North Korea’s third nuclear test on February 12, there is the sense of an 
orchestrating body controlling the information strategy from top to bottom, 
coordinating which institutions (KWP, state administration/cabinet, and 
military/NDC) speak at which times throughout, what they say and do, and 
where. This provides a picture far more in keeping with that put forward by 
Jang Jin-sung earlier in this chapter. By incorporating information received 
from civilian sources inside North Korea, the signs of extremely centralised 
decision-making become visible: 34  

 • December 10, 2012: The Korean Committee of Space Technology ( chosun 
uchu kongkan kisul wiwonhui ), whose specifi c institutional make-up is not 
known, releases a statement announcing that the window for a long-range 
rocket launch previously scheduled for some time between the December 
10 and 18 is to be pushed back to a period ending on December 28. 

 • December 12, 2012: The rocket launch goes ahead within the original launch 
window. 

 • January 7, 2013: Eric Schmidt, the executive chairman of Google, arrives 
in Pyongyang. The trip follows a visit by North Korean offi cials to the 
headquarters of Google on April 1, 2011. 

 • January 10, 2013: Eric Schmidt departs Pyongyang. 
 • January 15, 2013: Seoul-based  Daily NK  reports that the KWP Propaganda 

and Agitation Department (a party entity) describes Schmidt’s visit as the 
head of a “famous Internet company” coming to congratulate North Korea 
on its successful rocket launch. 35  

 • January 22, 2013: The UN Security Council adopts Resolution 2087 in 
response to the December 12 missile test, which was performed in violation 
of existing UN resolutions. 

 • January 22, 2013 (two hours later): North Korea’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
(a state administrative entity) releases a statement criticising the UN 
decision. 

 • January 23, 2013: North Korea’s NDC (an entity staffed by military offi cers 
that reports to the supreme leader) releases a statement condemning the UN 
decision in harsher words still and stating North Korea’s determination to 
conduct further missile launches and nuclear tests “targeting the United 
States.” 
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 • January 25, 2013: Kim Jong-un leads a meeting of security and foreign 
affairs offi cials in Pyongyang (spanning the party, state administration and 
military), during which he announces that the North will take “great national 
steps” in response to the UN resolution. It is widely reported on state 
television. 

 • January 29, 2013: The NDC, which Kim chairs, declares a new level of 
military readiness, requiring added security measures on the ground, the 
calling up of reservists and halting of all leave for enlisted men. 

 • January 30, 2013: Local civilian lectures overseen by the KWP cell structure 
(party) inform assembled citizens, “The alliance of imperialists including 
the UN are sanctioning us to try and crush socialism in the only such country 
left in the world” and that “[t]he new Park Geun-hye administration wants 
to start a war with us, so people from every organ, enterprise and Worker 
and Peasant Red Guard unit must prepare to meet the threat.” 36  

 Given the time frame involved, it is highly unlikely that these events were the 
outcome of an organic period of debate and inter-agency wrangling. Rather, they 
show the hallmarks of top-down decision-making and a focus on unequivocal 
pursuit of national interest. As a Songun revolutionary state with a charismatic 
leader applying the logic of a partisan army to state functions of national impor-
tance, this is not surprising: there is little room for debate, only obedience to orders 
from the centre. There is also no space for change, only continuity, which appears 
to be the instinct of the Kim Jong-un government at this time. 

 Conclusion 
 North Korea is not only a low-income state with a moribund national economy: it 
also has a well-run, sector-specifi c economy within. As this chapter hypothesises, 
the pockets of effi ciency that exist in this sector-specifi c Royal Court Economy 
could, in principle, be used to catalyze the steady development of the wider peo-
ple’s economy. This would not require the government to yield its monopoly on 
power. That institutions, including but not necessarily limited to Offi ce No. 39, are 
already partially embedded into the social structure could be used as a starting 
point for further integration. Moreover, given the relative ease with which devel-
opmental dictatorships are able to provide political isolation and protection for 
specifi c institutions, the notion that the Kim Jong-un government might wish to 
confer such a status on a developmental institution is not unduly far-fetched in and 
of itself. 

 However, as we have shown with reference to ideological and institutional fac-
tors, the system of governance acts as a roadblock to the realisation of this idea. 
In North Korea, the economic sectors chosen to receive the guiding hand of state 
protection are not selected according to principles of comparative advantage, nor 
do they power the wider national economy. 37  Rather, they are selected according 
to an alternate hierarchy of need, predicated on maintenance of the elite coalition 
that keeps the Kim family in power. 
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 What this focus means in practice is that only a limited percentage of the 
population is permitted to make contact with outsiders, and even then to a very 
limited extent, whereas information entering the country is also strictly con-
trolled and rationed. Andrei Lankov is not the only one who believes that the 
infl ux of information that reform would precipitate would equal regime collapse 38 —
Kim Jong-un and those in the inner circle of leadership show signs of agreement 
with him. 

 The issue of how the money raised from the Royal Court Economy is reinvested 
is extremely problematic. According to Kim Kwang-jin, 

 [the Royal Court Economy] raises funds for Kim Jong-il, and he uses the 
funds according to his priorities. If the Royal Economy were to produce 
results and these were reinvested in production, then that would be fi ne. That 
would expand industry and that would help grow . . . a better economy. But it 
is not the case. They raise the funds, making use of all their resources and 
privileges, and then this all goes in cash to [the Supreme Leader]. He takes 
these funds and uses them for his priorities. 39  

 The Royal Court Economy is a pocket of effi ciency no different to the ones that 
arose in Brazil in the 1970s. As such, it represents North Korea’s chance to escape 
from the economic trap that the country is currently in. However, for as long as 
the monies earned from the entities within that parallel economy go on being chan-
neled into unproductive activities such as statues and other commemorative 
requirements of the hereditary ruling system and maintenance of the ruling coali-
tion, North Korea will not be able to embark upon real change. 40  Cleaving to 
“continuity” will not be down to an absence of opportunity; it will be down to the 
choice to funnel available resources into unproductive activities and coalition 
maintenance. This is a choice borne of legacy, of charisma, and of ideas but not of 
the things that drive successful developmental states. 
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